Chapter 3511
According to the “Nine Profound Heaven Scriptures”, martial arts is actually
only a small introduction to ancient Chinese martial arts.
The ancient martial arts is an extremely profound cultivation method, which
contains many realms.
And even if all eight channels are complete, it still only belongs to the most
elementary realm of ancient martial arts, the Ming realm.
Only by breaking through one more major realm can you enter the dark realm
of ancient martial arts.
But after the dark realm, there is still the realm of transformation and the
realm of patriarchs.
So, Joseph is just the one with the best academic performance in the
kindergarten class.
But just go to the first grade to fish out a person, can crush him in all aspects.
Not to mention that there is middle school, high school, and even college.
At this time, Joseph found Charlie sizing him up, and could not help but sizing
up Charlie as well.
He saw that Charlie was just a frail scholar and did not seem to have any
cultivation, so he could not help but be a little surprised:
“I am not hiding the slightest bit of killing energy at the moment, even
ordinary martial artists would not dare to look at me, this kid has no
cultivation, how come he still has so much guts? Is this the newborn calf that is
not afraid of the tiger?”

Then, he looked at these people around Charlie and found that there were
quite a few martial artists among them, and many others who were six or
seven points similar to martial artists, and at the same time three or four
points different.
Then, the corner of his mouth wiped over a smile and said in a cold voice: “I
said how the Wade family people are so bold, it turns out that they have
found helpers, I did not expect that there is a four-star martial artist in here,”
“And there are two foreign martial artists with the same strength as a four-star
martial artist, if I am not wrong, it should be Japanese ninjas, right?!”
When Joseph said this, Luther’s face as well as Nanako’s face changed slightly.
Luther did not expect that the other party could tell his cultivation level at a
glance!
And Nanako didn’t expect that Joseph could tell that the ones she brought
were ninjas just using his eyes!
Moreover, he could see that there were two top ninjas among them.
This shows that Joseph’s strength is not just a little bit stronger than theirs.
However, Joseph did not expect that Charlie would faintly smile at this time
and blandly said, “Sorry, you guessed wrong, to deal with a trash like you,
there is no need to invite any helpers, they are all spectators that I invited
here, waiting to see how you are abused!”
Everyone at the scene did not expect that Charlie would not be afraid at all
when he met Joseph.
The Wade family people with mourning clothes, almost at the same time in
the heart cursed Charlie, why he is opening the mouths of hell for them at this
time.

Joseph is intending to kill them, and still, he dare to say such pretentious
words, this really fcuking light into the toilet, fcuking looking for death to
come ……
Even Elder Wade was all scared, his liver tremble, afraid that Charlie annoyed
Joseph, the other side directly looked red-eyed with anger, if acted on them,
then everything is finished.
And Joseph is furious.
He really did not expect that there was someone in the Wade family who
dared to talk to him like that!
So, he asked in a cold voice: “Kid! You’re a bit too arrogant, if you don’t know
how to write the word death, I can teach you!”
Charlie laughed: “No need, I can write the word death, I can carve your head
for free later.”
After saying that, he asked in a loud voice, “Where is Orvel?”
Orvel immediately raised his hand and said in a loud voice: “Master Wade, I’m
here!”
Charlie didn’t turn around, smiled at Joseph, and asked Orvel: “Do you have
your knife with you?”
“Yes!” Orvel said in a loud voice: “Master Wade, is it that you want me to carve
his head later?”
“That’s right!” Charlie nodded and laughed: “You’re still the most on top of
things!”
“That’s for sure.” Orvel said with a smile, “Master Wade, we high and low have
also practiced this human calligraphy, we have experience!”

Joseph’s face, already a burst of iron blue.
His fists were clenched, he could not wait to rush up and kill Charlie
immediately.
Just when he was almost on the verge of losing control, Harmen, who was on
the side, pointed at Charlie and cursed in a cold voice,
“Kid! It’s you again! Yesterday, you were the most arrogant! Now you dare to
shout at our Supreme Commander! You’re really fcuking tired of living!”
Saying that, he gritted his teeth and said, “I said yesterday, if I don’t see you
kneeling here in mourning today, I’ll be the first to kill you! Take your life!”
As soon as Harmen’s words fell, he was suddenly about to rush towards
Charlie and turn on him.
However, at this time, Joseph suddenly pulled him, making him unable to
move.
Immediately after that, he stared at Charlie and said expressionlessly, “Kid, I
see you look familiar, which one of the Wade family are you? Who is your
father?”
Charlie put away his smile and said in a cold voice, “My name is Charlie Wade!
My father is Changying Wade!”

